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SUMMARY

Perhaps the most critical mechanism on board the proposed space station is the continuously rotating joint which must accurately aline the solar power units with the sun during earth orbit. The feasibility of a multiple, discrete bearing supported joint driven by a self-loading, "pinch" roller drive actuator was investigated for this application. This concept appears to offer greater protection against catastrophic jamming, less sensitivity to adverse thermal gradients, greater accessibility to inorbit servicing or replacement and greater adaptability to very large (5 m) truss members than to more conventional continuous support bearing/gear reducer joints. Analytical trade studies performed herein establish that a discrete cam roller bearing support system having eight hangers around a continuous ring would provide sufficient radial and bending stiffness to prevent any degradation in the fundamental frequencies of the solar wing structure. Furthermore, it appears that the pinch roller drive mechanism can be readily sized to meet or exceed system performance and service life requirements. Wear life estimates based on experimental data for a steel roller coated with an advanced polyimide film show a continuous service life more than two orders of magnitude greater than required for this application.

INTRODUCTION

A gravity gradient stabilized, power tower was initially established as the reference configuration for the space station (ref. 1). More recently, a "twin keel" version, similar to that shown in figure 1 but with solar heat collectors replacing the outboard solar panels, has been selected for further development. This later configuration locates the habitation and laboratory modules near the station's center of gravity in order to reduce microgravity levels. Both configurations require that the solar power conversion units or receivers track the sun at the approximate orbit rate of 1 revolution per 94 min. Perhaps the most critical mechanism on board the station will be the rotary joint which performs this tracking function. It must position the solar receivers to within about ±1° normal to the sun in the case of a photovoltaic receiver and to about ±0.1° for the solar dynamic collector (solar heat engine) for acceptable conversion efficiency. Thus a highly accurate drive system will be needed for the "hybrid" system now under study. Part of the solar energy captured during the sunlit portion of the orbit will be stored by the station's batteries or fuel cells for later use during the period of about 39 min when the station is in the earth's shadow.

Due to the large inertia of the solar receivers and the long length of the transverse booms, structural stiffness across this so called "alpha" joint must be maximized in order to reduce deflection and accelerations as well as
maximize actuator response rate. The joint must contain a rotary means to transfer electrical power and data signal across the rotating interface. Furthermore, the rotary drive mechanism itself must provide smooth motion, have long life in a space environment and have inherent fail-safe characteristics. Additional requirements such as serviceability, damping characteristics, physical size, and cost also enter into consideration.

The size of the alpha joint has not yet been established. Initial studies concentrated on a joint about 2.4 m (8 ft) in diameter for the reference configuration's 2.7 m (9 ft) truss section. However, the alpha joint will probably be larger now that a 5 m (16.4 ft) section, errectable structure has recently been selected. Two alpha joints will be needed, one on each side of the transverse boom to drive the outboard rotating solar wings. The joint's support bearings must be structurally integrated into the truss structure in such a way that the joint's effective stiffness is at least as high as the parent truss structure. Otherwise the fundamental frequencies of the system will be degraded.

In addition to the alpha joints, two other types of rotating joints will be required. A "beta" joint, mounted on each solar receiver axis, at right angles to the transverse boom, will oscillate the receivers through ±52° to correct for seasonal variations and nodal regression of the orbit. Another rotary joint will also be required to position the thermal radiator panels at a right angle to the sun in order to maximize the radiative cooling rate. This joint will be either continuously rotating at the orbit rate or oscillating back and forth depending on whether a rotating thermal fluid seal or collapseable fluid hose will be used.

The structural truss trade study performed in reference 2 concluded that a 4.6 m (15 ft) truss is preferred in terms of growth capability and payload accommodation. This study also indicated that a continuous bearing for a rotary joint for a structure this size may require extensive development. As an alternative, an alpha joint concept was presented in reference 2 which utilizes multiple discrete bearing hangers mounted against a continuous annular ring. A subsequent parametric analysis of this joint concept performed in reference 3, established the basic structural feasibility of this configuration together with minimum bearing and drive stiffness values required to maintain the fundamental vibration frequencies of the truss structure.

This discrete bearing approach of references 2 and 3 is conceptually similar to that proposed earlier in a novel joint concept appearing in reference 4. This rotary joint concept used individual caster bearing assemblies to support an annular channel, connected to the rotating solar wings. A roller actuator system, in traction contact with the ring, turned the joint not unlike a ferris wheel. The roller drive is virtually unjammable and permits positioning of the solar receivers with accuracies in the arc-minute range. The technology associated with roller drives for servo positioning applications is extensively discussed in reference 5.

The objective of this current investigation is to extend and refine the roller drive concept of reference 4, embodying the essential structural features of references 2 and 3. The ability of the proposed joint concept to meet operational stiffness, reliability, and life requirements will be assessed. Material considerations, bearing characteristics and torque requirements will also be addressed.
BACKGROUND ON TRACTION DRIVES

Adjustable speed traction drives have been in commercial service for more than 50 yr, performing a speed regulation function for a wide range of industrial machinery (ref. 6). Speed regulation accuracies typically range from about ±1 percent with open loop control to about ±0.1 percent with feedback control or with open loop control when the loads are relatively constant.

Due to their smooth torque transfer characteristics, low rolling friction and undetectable backlash, traction actuators appear to be suitable for aerospace servo mechanisms. One example is the constant speed generator traction drives that have been in service on several commercial and military aircraft such as on the AV8-A Harrier VSTOL fighter. Also "pinched" roller drive systems similar to those commonly used in printing and paper handling machinery have been incorporated in some spacecraft deployment mechanisms. Space vehicle applications include a pinch roller drive mechanism for deploying a spool-wrapped antenna for the Helios B satellite and one that dispenses and stores a transfer boom for Skylab (ref. 5).

Torque capacity and torque-to-weight ratios of well designed traction drives are quite competitive with the best gear transmissions. An experimental, light-weight helicopter transmission which incorporate steel traction rollers lubricated with synthetic traction fluids has been tested at the authors' laboratory at power levels to 370 kW (ref. 6). This is more than 50 percent higher than the power rating of the production gear transmission which was used to set design specifications. Other tests performed on a 50 000 rpm, automotive gas turbine roller drive and on a 70 000 rpm, cryogenic boost pump roller drive operated in LOX clearly establish the ability of traction drives to meet very demanding performance requirements (ref. 6).

Servo-Actuator Characteristics

Since servo motors are generally high speed, low torque devices, it is usually necessary to introduce a mechanical speed reducer between the motor and the load. However, this reducer must have certain performance characteristics if the operational quality of the system is to be maintained. These are discussed as follows:

Zero backlash. - Because traction contacts are in continuous engagement, they exhibit no backlash discontinuity or "deadband" upon torque or direction reversals. This is very desirable for tracking type mechanisms where deadband nonlinearities are difficult to contend with from a servo control viewpoint. However, due to tangential inelastic displacements under torque, some hysteretic displacements will occur. This precludes the use of roller drives from precision, point-to-point positioning applications, unless a closed-loop control is used.

High torsional stiffness. - For maximum response (minimum response time) for point-to-point motion control, it is desirable to maximize drive system torque-to-inertia ratios and system torsional stiffness. Traction contacts tend to be several times stiffer than gears due to the absence of tooth bending deflections (ref. 5).
**Low torque ripple and velocity errors.** - Perturbations and errors in motion transmission can upset sensitive instruments such as optical scan systems and also contribute to control system instabilities. Transmission by precision rollers is inherently smooth, while some amount of cogging is unavoidable with even the highest quality gears due to tooth kinematic errors and load transfer from tooth to tooth.

**Precise resolution.** - High resolution capability as well as positional accuracy are among the most critical factors for judging the performance of a servo mechanism. Repeatability is another important factor. Nearly infinite speed and ratio adjustment is possible for adjustable traction drives limited only by the capabilities of the servo-control system. For example, a traction roller feed drive system developed by Lawrence Livermore Laboratory for an ultra-precision turning machine (ref. 7) has a linear resolution capability of 5 nm (0.2 μin.), equivalent to 0.05 arc sec of rotation.

**Dry operation** - The roller contact due to its low sliding nature can take advantage of dry film lubrication for extended periods of time under low to moderate power conditions. This can be accomplished by either using high traction solid film coatings such as ion-plated gold or silver or using advanced, low-wear polymers such as partially fluorinated polyimides or polyamide-imides. This is vividly illustrated by tests of a 120:1 ratio, 5 kW planetary traction drive which ran fully preloaded for 43 hr at 360 000 rpm without failure using no liquid lubrication whatsoever (ref. 6). Such speeds are difficult to sustain even with well designed, oil lubricated gears. The elimination of a depletable liquid lubrication is a decided benefit for most spacecraft mechanism applications.

**Nonjamming.** - Rollers, unlike gears, have the ability to harmlessly slip at predetermined traction limits. The over torque, release-clutch-tendency can prevent catastrophic damage if jamming should occur at some point in the mechanism drivetrain.

**Synchronization free** - In the case of dual fault or multiple redundant servo drive mechanisms, such as those for some spacecraft applications, independent, multiple drive rollers can be readily engaged and disengaged from drive systems with conventional linear actuators without the need to stop the system from rotating or the need to provide proper tooth mesh phasing.

---

**ALPHA JOINT OPERATING REQUIREMENTS**

Table I lists the operating design requirements for the alpha rotary joint analyzed in this study. Most of the parameters listed except as noted are based on the Space Station Initial Operating Capability (IOC) reference configuration from reference 1. A maximum acceleration rate of 0.003°/sec² was selected to allow the joint to regain nominal operating speed within 30 sec from rest in the event of a shutdown while in orbit. This acceleration rate would also enable a stationary solar wing to reregister itself with the other wing inside of 370 sec under the worst case without exceeding the 0.5°/sec maximum slew rate.

Maximum transient loads acting on the joint occur during the orbiter locking maneuver. These loads, appearing in table I, were computed in reference 1.
from the transient response due to a 2224 N (500 lb) step load for 1 sec dura-
tion at the docking port. Torsional and bending stiffness values (from ref. 8) for the joint are based on preserving the stiffness of a 2.7 m (9 ft) box truss structure made from graphite epoxy tubing.

In addition to the 10 yr unattended life requirement, the joint should provide fail safe operation without causing failure of additional components. Redundant functional paths are to be incorporated. The joint should also permit on-orbit scheduled maintenance without interruption of other critical services.

Finally, no backlash in the drive actuator path and no "play" in the joint support bearings will be permitted.

ROLLER/WHEEL ROTARY JOINT CONCEPT

The first alpha joint concept that was investigated is shown in figures 2 and 3. A spring loaded, linear actuator engages and loads a traction drive roller against the inside diameter of an annular wheel having radial spokes. The drive roller is driven at a rotational speed of approximately 19 rpm by a brushless, dc torque motor having a nominal peak power rating of 22 W. This power level is double that actually required for rotation under peak loading in order to provide a two times safety margin.

The annular wheel is radially supported by the outer race bearings of a 100:1 ratio harmonic speed reducer as shown in figure 4. The harmonic drive is a relatively well known speed reducing mechanism that has flown on a number of spacecraft including Pegas and Skylab. More recently, NASA JPL has incorporated two doubly redundant harmonic drives in the Galileo spacecraft antenna deployment actuator. The output of the harmonic drive is used to drive the rotating solar wing at the required nominal rotor speed of 0.064°/sec (1 revolution per 94 min).

Bending moment loads are reacted by a set of caster bearing rollers (fig. 5 shows three sets) which are equally positioned around the perimeter of an annular channel that is integral with the transition truss structure. The caster assembly consists of two individual rollers that are spring loaded in opposite directions against opposing faces of the annular ring. The spring preload is selected to match the required bending stiffness of the parent structure. The number of caster sets and spring stiffness values can, of course, be varied to best meet the needed frequency response of the structure. Active/passive damping and stiffness control via a servo actuator can be conveniently incorporated if such added complexity is warranted.

DIRECT ROLLER DRIVE ROTARY JOINT CONCEPT

In the interest of simplifying the previous rotary joint arrangement, an improved design was investigated. In this second version, a "pinch" roller actuator is in direct driving contact against the rotating support ring as illustrated in figure 6. This eliminates the harmonic drive with its intermediate rotating support structure and allows additional room within the interior of the joint for the installation and servicing of the electrical power/data transfer unit. In addition, one or more active and redundant slave
drive modules can be conveniently interspersed between the discrete bearing hangers of the alpha joint concept evaluated in references 2 and 3. In this way the rotating support ring which is used as the guide member for the bearing rollers serves double duty as the driven track member for the roller drive. Thus a separate internal or external ring gear, required for a gear drive unit, is not needed.

Pinch Roller Drive

A conceptual sketch of the "pinch" roller drive module appears in figure 7. Pinch roller drives are common feed regulating mechanisms for paper and film handling equipment, such as printing and copying machines as well as computer plotting devices. In these applications, the processed material is normally "pinched" between elastomer-coated drive rollers. The high accuracy required for registering the paper in multicolor printing operations and for computer plotting devices can readily be met. With steel rollers positional resolution of 0.2 mm (0.02 μin.) have been demonstrated in the precision machine tool feed system (ref. 7) described earlier. Pinch roller drive mechanisms have also been used in space. This type of drive was used for deploying a flat-wrapped antenna from a spool in the Helios B satellite (ref. 9). In another application, a pinch drive dispensed and retrieved a flat-wrapped transfer boom for Skylab (ref. 10). In addition, polyurethane-coated roller actuators have been successfully used in dry rolling contact on military spacecraft.

It is envisioned that one active and one or more "backup" pinch roller drive modules, like that shown in figure 7, would be interspersed between the bearing hangers around the support ring. These units could be easily engaged or disengaged with the joint rotating by simple linear solenoid actuators as shown in figure 7. These modules would be connected on stiff tubular support struts similar to those supporting the bearing hangers. However, it would be desirable to purposely introduce some greater amount of radial compliance in the drive mounts to accommodate some degree of guide track runout. By pinching the guide track between the two drive rollers, the roller's normal load (not to exceed 445 N or 100 lb) would cause negligible bending distortion to the relatively thin annular guide track.

Each of the drive rollers are powered by dc torque motors that are individually mounted to the stationary frame member through flexural pivots. These commercially available flexural pivots have virtually negligible hysteresis. Radial load capacities are available up to 8 000 N (1800 lb) for a nominal 25 mm diameter pivot. The pivot would be pre-wound by a few degrees at start of engagement to provide an initial contact preload that was 10 to 15 percent of the nominal operating value. This would ensure proper traction engagement at start up.

Self-loading drive. - When the drive motors are energized a traction force is generated between the drive rollers and supporting ring. Due to the pivoting action of the drive motor assembly, the traction force will tend to wedge the rollers against the ring, thereby generating a normal force \( P \). The induced normal force \( P \) is related to the traction force \( F_t \) through the expression:
\[ P = F_t \left( \frac{1}{\tan \theta + \frac{r}{c} \sin \theta} \right) \]

Where \( \theta \), \( r \) and \( c \) are geometric parameters illustrated in figure 8. Since the design traction coefficient \( \mu = \frac{F_t}{P} \), it follows that \( \mu \) can be readily set by selecting the appropriate geometric parameters \( \theta \), \( r \) and \( c \) from the following:

\[ \mu = \frac{\sin \theta}{\left( \cos \theta + \frac{r}{c} \right)} \]

For example, if \( r = 50 \text{ mm} \) and \( c = 75 \text{ mm} \), then a \( \theta = 19^\circ \) will produce a \( \mu = 0.2 \), and a \( \theta = 28^\circ \) yields a \( \mu = 0.3 \) and so on. The design traction coefficient is normally selected to be 70 to 80 percent of the maximum traction coefficient of the contact at the point of gross slip. This 20 to 30 percent margin is to ensure that no slip will occur under the most adverse condition. The maximum traction coefficient at slip is a function of the material and geometry of the contact as well as the operating conditions, viz. speed, contact pressure and temperature. It is normally determined experimentally under the conditions of interest. Roller material considerations and design will be addressed later in this report.

**Travel limit pin.** - As load is applied across the contact, small structural deformation will occur which will decrease design \( \theta \) causing \( P \) to increase and in turn reducing design \( \mu \). Normally, structural deflection will be small, on the order of fractions of a millimeter, and the change in \( \mu \) would be only a couple of percent. A travel limit pin such as that shown in figure 7 could arrest motion of the loading lever at some predetermined amount of travel, thereby preventing a further increase in contact normal load. At this point additional torque loading would drive the traction force, hence traction coefficient, up until the slip traction coefficient was reached. Any additional torque loading would then cause the drive roller to slide over the ring, limiting the maximum torque that could be reacted by the drive assembly. This "over torque" clutch action would prevent harmful damage to the drive mechanism and structure during transient overloads or in the event of bearing jamming. This over torque slip characteristic is viewed as a distinct advantage over gear drive mechanism which could permit significant damage to the structure in the event of a jam or shock load.

**CAM BEARING SUPPORT SYSTEM**

A prime design objective of the alpha joint transition structure and support bearing system is to preserve the stiffness of the parent solar wing structure. Otherwise the increased bending and torsional natural frequencies attained by the relative stiff solar wing box structure will be sacrificed. A traditional approach to the support bearing system problem is to incorporate a pair of preloaded, thin-section ball bearings or a single preloaded thin section, four-point-contact bearing. These thin-section bearings have small (25 to 50 mm) cross sections relative to their diameters, helping to reduce their weight.

Four-point, thin-section ball bearings, having gothic arch inner and outer races, have flown on several satellites. This type of bearing can be
obtained in bore sizes to about 122 cm (48 in.). In larger sizes "wire race" bearings are available. These have been used on missile launchers, tank turrets and radar systems. The largest wire race bearing ever used in space was a 1.8 m (6 ft) bearing for a rotating pallet in the STS payload bay.

In the proposed application, a significantly larger continuous bearing, on the order of 2.4 to 4.3 m (8 to 14 ft) will be needed. Because of the flexibility of these large bearing's thin cross section and because it will be mounted in a semi-flexible structure, it will be difficult to maintain a uniform preload around the bearing. The preload must be relatively large to keep joint stiffness high, so bearing drag torque will be sensitive to out-of-plane distortions.

Furthermore, thermal gradients across a large, thin-section bearing can also cause large variations in drag torque, as the bearing slowly rotates from the sun side to the shade side. For example, torque tests on relatively small 177 mm bore, four-point contact bearings reported in reference 11 showed a 3 to 5 times increase in operating torque when the inner race temperature was 10 °C higher than that of the outer race. This temperature sensitivity will be amplified for larger bearings since the increase in interference would be proportional to bearing size. For example, just a 1 °C increase in temperature of the inner race relative to the outer race will cause a diametral interference of 0.059 mm (0.0023 in.) on a 2.7 m (108 in.) bore bearing having aluminum races. It is not difficult to imagine that only a few degrees in temperature difference could jam such a bearing that has already been heavily preloaded to maintain joint stiffness. Furthermore, it is likely that the bearing will not remain round due to the high radial thermal gradient that is imposed from its sun side across to its shade side. Techniques to minimize thermal gradients, such as insulation and heaters will be essential to stabilize operating torque levels, provided such a technique is feasible at all. In addition, lubrication and sealing very large bearings for long space life are also concerns. The large size also hampers maintenance and eliminates insitu replacement procedures. Manufacturing capabilities to make continuous rather than segmented inner and out races is yet another concern for bearings in excess of 2.7 m.

An alternative to a very large, "continuous" bearing, is to mount a number of individual caster or cam roller type bearings around the joint as shown in figure 6. In this way, bearing preload control, thermal gradient problems, lubrication, and sealing problems have been largely overcome. Also EVA replacement or servicing of an individual bearing assembly can be readily accomplished. Furthermore, the single-point failure mode of a one bearing joint can be eliminated and problems associated with manufacturing extremely large bearings are no longer an issue.

Figure 9 illustrates one possible configuration in which the rotating annular support ring is trapped in three-point contact by a set of sealed cam roller bearings. An easily adjusted preload washer will set and maintain a predetermined bearing load, hence drag torque and stiffness, independent of minor structural deflections and thermal gradients. On orbit replacement of individual bearings can be readily accomplished with special bearing mounts.

Figure 10 shows an alternate arrangement where the moment support function and the shear support function have been decoupled. Here radially oriented cam bearings take joint moment loads but allow ring runout and thermal growth while
the relatively small shear loads are carried by a roller bearing which circum-
scribes the dual roll ring assembly.

Bearing Support Stiffness

Required bending and torsional stiffness of the alpha joint from
reference 8 appears in table I. The bending stiffness \( \frac{M}{\gamma} \) is related to
the axial bearing support stiffness \( K_A \) at each of the eight bearing
hangers according to the following relation, equation (A-5) derived in
appendix A:

\[
K_A = \frac{M}{\gamma} \frac{1}{4R^2}
\]

For rotating support rings with diameters of 2.4 and 4.3 m (8 and 14 ft)
\( K_A = 8.9 \times 10^7 \) N/m \((5.1 \times 10^5 \) lb/in.) and 2.9 \times 10^7 N/m \((1.7 \times 10^5 \) lb/in.)
respectively, for the joint bending stiffness value appearing in table I.

A finite element analysis was used in reference 3 to predict the effect
of bearing support axial and radial stiffness on the first bending and first
torsional frequencies of the solar wing. According to figure 11, taken from
reference 3, axial stiffness values above about 1.8 \times 10^7 to 1.8 \times 10^8 N/m
\((10^5 \text{ to } 10^6 \) lb/in.) or radial stiffness values above about 1.8 \times 10^7 N/m
\((10^5 \) lb/in.) will not cause an appreciable decay in the solar wing's funda-
mental bending or torsional frequencies for either joint diameter. This
basically agrees with the axial stiffness values derived above from the
required bending stiffness of 5.3 \times 10^8 N-m/rad listed in table I.

Bending and radial stiffnesses for the proposed cam bearing system were
calculated in appendix B. They appear as a function of preload and joint
diameter in table B-4. At a bearing preload of 445 N, the system bending
stiffness was at least 34 times greater than that required for either steel
rollers against a steel ring or against an aluminum ring. Similarly, radial
stiffness values were a minimum of 87 times that required to preserve the
fundamental solar wing frequencies. As shown in appendix B, a minimum bearing
preload of 742 N would be required to react the transient shuttle berthing
moment of 4220 N-m (see table I) without unseating the cam bearing/ring con-
tact. Bearing preload has only a modest effect on stiffness as shown in
table B-4.

Transition Truss

The cam bearing system stiffness calculated in appendix B does not account
for the stiffness characteristics of the transition truss. Figure 6 shows one
possible transition truss configuration. The bending and torsional stiffness
of the parent 2.74 m (9 ft) truss, made from carbon-graphite epoxy tubes, is
5.42 \times 10^8 and 1.32 \times 10^8 m-N-m divided by meters of length, respectively
according to reference 1. If the joint occupies one unit cell of 2.74 m in
length, then the effective stiffness of the transition trusses \( K_T \) in com-
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As an example, figure 12 shows a NASTRAN model of the proposed transition truss structure. This structure is comprised of 63.5 mm (2.5 in.) diameter, 4.76 mm (0.19 in.) wall thickness carbon-graphite tubing having an elastic modulus of 276 GPa (40x10^6 psi). This structure has a bending stiffness of 4.6x10^9 N-m/rad, for pinned bearing hanger connections, fixed truss connections and, when the bearing hangers are constrained, to lie in a plane under the imposed bending moment. Considering that the left transition truss, bearing support system and the right transition truss act like three springs in series, the effective bending stiffness of the joint is 2.04x10^9 N-m/rad. This compares favorably with the parent truss bending stiffness cited above, even though the model does not take credit for the additional stiffness that will be provided by the circular ring track structure.

ROLLIER ACTUATOR DESIGN

The pinch roller drive system as shown in figure 7 must produce sufficient traction to overcome drag torque associated with the support bearings and electrical power/signal transfer device as well as the torque needed to accelerate the solar wing up to speed in a reasonable amount of time. Based upon the analysis contained in appendix C, a torque of 31.4 N-m is required to accelerate the four 9.2 by 24 m photovoltaic panels from rest to nominal operating speed in about 21 sec. This cam support bearing torque for eight sets of three bearings each at the required preload found in appendix B was estimated to be 57.6 and 51.6 N-m for the 2.4 and 4.3 m joints, respectively. The roll ring electrical transfer device has an expected drag torque of less than 1 N-m.

The total required output torque was calculated in appendix C to be 166.6 and 153.4 N-m for the 2.4 and 4.3 m diameter joints, respectively. This estimate is based upon the aforementioned torques, allowing for a 10-percent torque loss in the drive roller/ring contact and then doubling the combined drag torque of all rotating elements to provide a two times safety margin on drive torque, see equation (C-4). This represents a peak drive power of less than 1 W at the nominal rotation rate of 0.064°/sec.

A parametric study was conducted in appendix C to determine the best compromise between drive roller size and roller loading conditions. The influence of joint diameter, the design traction coefficient and choice of ring/roller materials on roller contact stresses, normal and unit normal loading was investigated. The roller width to diameter ratio was arbitrarily set equal to 1.5 as a compromise between the possible ill effects of misalignment and the benefits of reduced unit loading.

The results of this trade study are tabulated in table C-1 and appear in figure 13. The benefits of increasing joint diameter in terms of reduced loading is clear from figure 13(a) where the normal load of the 4.3 m joint is about half of the 2.4 m joint. While increasing the design traction coefficient will obviously reduce normal loading, it appears that there is not much incentive to operate with a traction coefficient much above 0.2. Figure 13(b) shows that unit loading diminishes with an increase in roller diameter, as expected, but a roller diameter between 70 and 80 mm seems to be a reasonable compromise.
The choice of ring and roller material combination can obviously have a significant effect on the operating traction coefficient contact stresses, and most importantly service life. Figure 13(c) reflects both the importance of ring/roller material combination and joint size on maximum Hertz stress. Larger joint size is again beneficial, but less so, on an absolute basis for the softer aluminum ring/polymer roller combination. Contact stresses at a given joint size and traction coefficient are reduced by about 25 percent for a steel roller against an aluminum ring relative to a steel ring combination and by about 84 percent for the polymer roller against aluminum. This is due to the lower elastic modulus associated with the aluminum and the polymer relative to steel, which results in a larger contact area at a given normal load. The benefits of low operating contact stress as shown with the polymer roller are not lost if the roller was made of steel but simply coated by the polymer. For example, coating a steel roller with a relatively thin, 25 to 50 μm (0.001 to 0.002 in.) layer of polymer would only increase the contact stress by approximately 5 percent relative to a solid polymer roller according to the analysis of reference 13.

Material Selection Considerations

The choice of the roller/ring material combination is governed primarily by durability characteristics and traction performance in the low earth space operating environment. In the case of traction drives, material combinations which offer the combination of high friction (traction) and low wear rates, not unlike brake materials, are preferred. Space compatibility is another important dictate. In this respect materials and lubrication processes that have been explored or used for spacecraft gears, bearings, and sliding mechanisms are possible candidates. A comprehensive, although not particularly up to date, survey of material for spacecraft lubrication applications can be found in reference 14. These include solid film lubricants such Au, Ag, MoS2 and PTFE as well as surface or through hardened metals such as stainless steel and aluminum. Ion-plated gold films appear to have sufficient integrity and traction, when used on an experimental gyro gimbal roller drive (see ref. 15) to warrant further study.

A source of useful data comes from materials that are suitable for spacecraft gearing. A relatively thorough investigation of the tribological performance of many candidate gear materials at a vacuum of 10^-7 Torr was carried out in reference 16. For medium or heavy loads, plasma-nitried steel gears were found to give very low wear rates without additional lubrication. For example, a total pinion tooth flank wear depth of about 0.068 mm (0.0027 in.) was measured after about 4x10^7 pinion revolutions under a Hertzian contact stress of 350 MPa (51 000 psi) running completely dry. As a point of comparison, a 76 mm diameter steel roller driving a 2.4 m ring roller would operate under a maximum Hertz stress of just 55 MPa (8 000 psi) at a traction coefficient of 0.2 according to table C-1. At the wear rate found from the higher stress gear tests of reference 16, a nitrided steel drive roller would only wear about 0.003 mm (1.2x10^-4 in.) deep after 10 yr of running (1.8x10^6 r/s). This estimate is extremely conservative since the roller is actually operating at a contact stress six times less than the gear and with a slide-to-roll ratio that is one to two orders of magnitude smaller.
Reference 16 also established that polyimide plastic gears running against anodized aluminum alloy or stainless steel gear pairs also gave excellent wear rate results although not quite as good as the nitrided steel gear pairs. The best results were obtained with a commercially manufactured polyimide material filled with 15 percent MoS$_2$.

Self-lubricating polymers such as polyimides (Vespel$^1$) or polyamide-imides (Torlon$^1$) are promising candidates for this application due to their dry low wear rates and their relatively high friction ($>0.3$) in their pure resin or unfilled condition. Furthermore, both resins show excellent compatibility with space environment, having low out-gassing rates, high tolerance to ultra-violet radiation and a relatively low hydroscopic nature relative to other polymers. Both of these materials, polyimide in the form of "Kapton" protective film insulation and polyamide-imide as fasteners for thermal insulation on the space shuttle, have been used in space service. However, both materials, as with many other hydrocarbons, would probably experience some erosion if exposed to a direct flux field of atomic oxygen so some shielding would be required for extremely long space exposure.

The polyamide-imide resin showed outstanding tribological performance in roller traction and capacity tests conducted in reference 17. A 50 mm (2 in.) diameter polyamide-imide roller with a width of 5 mm (0.2 in.) against a steel roller carried a steady radial load of 220 N/mm (49.5 lb/in.) while running in air at a surface velocity of 20 m/sec without any signs of surface distress. The range of measured traction coefficient was 0.25 to 0.35. This represents a minimum steady state power throughout of 5.7 kW. Its vacuum performance, which will undoubtedly be less spectacular due to thermal heating, remains to be determined.

Reference 18 discussed the performance of some experimental (pyromellitic acid dianhydride) of partially fluorinated polyimides, that have exceptionally low wear but high friction. These pin on disks tests conducted with a solid polyimide pin against a metal (Haynes 6B cobolt alloy) disk in air gave friction coefficients of up to twice ($>0.8$) that of commercial polyimides without any loss in wear.

Recent but as yet unpublished vacuum tests of the pure, experimental polyimide resin conducted by Fusaro (ref. 19) showed it to have similar performance in a vacuum as it does in air. Friction and wear data from this study (ref. 19) of a 440-C stainless steel pin against a steel disk coated with a 25 to 50 mm film of this material appears in figure 14. It appears that the vacuum has had only minor effect on this polyimide, although the other polyimides containing a BT dianhydride showed both lower friction and wear in a vacuum than in air. Figure 13 shows that the experimental film has a steady traction coefficient of about 0.4.

Wear rate. - It is instructive to estimate the service life of a steel drive roller for the alpha joint coated with 50 μm (0.002 in.) of this experimental polyimide film. For this example, a drive roller 76 mm in diameter and 133 mm wide running against a 2.4 m anodized aluminum ring will be selected.

$^1$Registered tradenames.
The maximum contact stress for this combination is about 7.1 MPa at a traction coefficient of 0.2. This operating traction coefficient leaves about a 100 percent safety margin against slip relative to the measured data appearing in figure 14. The experimental wear rate for this film is 650x10^-15 m^3/m of sliding from the pin-on-disk tests at a computed contact stress of approximately 90 MPa. This wear rate will be assumed for the calculation even though it is likely that the wear rate in the alpha joint application would be substantially less due to the significantly lower contact stress than that used in the experiments.

The wear rate is given in terms of sliding distance, where:

\[ \text{Sliding Dist} = \frac{\text{Wear Vol}}{\text{Wear Rate}} \]

For a 76 mm diameter, 113 mm wide roller, coated with 50 μm of a polyimide film:

\[ \text{Wear Vol} = \pi (76\times10^{-3}) (113\times10^{-3}) (50\times10^{-6}) = 1.35\times10^{-6} \text{ m}^3 \]

Therefore,

\[ \text{Sliding Dist} = \frac{(1.35\times10^{-6} \text{ m}^3)/(650\times10^{-15} \text{ m}^3/\text{m})}{2.1\times10^6 \text{ m}} \]

Since the 76 mm diameter drive roller makes

17 7000 revolutions per yr (2400 mm/76 mm by 1 rev/94 min by 60 min/hr by 24 hr/day by 365 day/1 yr), it follows that the yearly sliding distance, assuming a conservative 1 percent slide-to-roll ratio would be

\[ \text{Sliding Dist/yr} = \pi (0.076) (0.01) (177 000 \text{ revolutions per yr}) \]

\[ = 422 \text{ m/yr} \]

Therefore, to wear through the 50 μm in polyimide film coating would take over 4900 yr (2.1x10^6 m/(422 m/yr)) of continuous running! Even if the actual wear rate was 300 times higher, the drive roller pair would provide at least 16 yr of continuous service.

CONCLUSIONS

The feasibility of a multiple discrete bearing supported alpha joint, driven by a self loading, "pinch" roller drive actuator was investigated for the space station. The roller drive mechanism offers several performance advantages relative to gears for this application. These include over-torque or jam protection, inherent acceptability to dry or self-lubricating materials, and ease of manufacture, assembly and in situ maintenance. The discrete cam bearing support arrangement is much less sensitive to thermal gradients than a single continuous rolling-element bearing. Furthermore, it is not subject to a single point failure mode, and, unlike a continuous bearing, is virtually joint size unlimited. This last attribute is particularly important for a
station having truss members of 5 m in cross section, or greater, due to the manufacturability concerns of continuous "thin line" bearings above about 2.7 m (108 in.). An analytical investigation was conducted of the structural stiffness characteristics of the discrete bearing support system for joints of 2.4 and 4.3 m in diameter. In addition, performance and durability characteristics of the roller drive actuator were evaluated. The following key findings resulted from this study:

(1) The proposed discrete bearing/roller drive joint design satisfies the expected design operating requirements for the space station alpha-joint.

(2) Bending and radial stiffness values for the proposed design consisting of eight cam-bearing hangers were at least 34 and 87 times greater, respectively, than that required to preserve the fundamental frequencies of the solar wing structure.

(3) A 76-mm diameter drive roller coated with 50 μm of an advanced polyimide film running against an aluminum ring provides an estimated wear life more than two orders of magnitude greater than that required for 10 yr continuous operation based on vacuum, wear test data. Under vacuum test conditions, this polyimide film produces a traction coefficient of 0.4, approximately twice that needed for this particular application.

(4) Increasing drive roller diameter and operating traction coefficient will reduce the required roller unit loading, but this benefit becomes relatively small above a roller diameter of about 75 mm and a traction coefficient of about 0.2.
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APPENDIX A - BEARING SUPPORT STIFFNESS

Stiffness of the alpha joint should be at least as great as the parent truss structure in order to maintain a relatively high bending and torsional vibration frequency of the solar wing. As the solar wing rotates, the axis of bending will vary with rotation angle, $\theta$, relative to the fixed bearing mounts as shown in figure 6. It is important to determine if during this rotation the linear and radial stiffness of the bearing mount will cause a variation in the bending or radial stiffness in the joint itself.

Bending Stiffness

Consider the simplified joint loading diagram for eight bearing hangers shown in figure 15. If a moment, $M$, is imposed on the joint, equilibrium requires that

$$\Sigma M = 0$$

$$F_1 X_1 + F_2 X_2 + \ldots + F_8 X_8 = M \quad (A-1)$$

where

$$X_1 = R \sin \theta$$
$$X_2 = R \sin (\theta + 45)$$
$$X_3 = R \sin (\theta + 90) = R \cos \theta$$
$$X_4 = R \sin (45 - \theta) = R \cos (\theta + 45) \quad (A-2)$$
$$X_5 = -R \sin \theta$$
$$X_6 = -R \sin (\theta + 45)$$
$$X_7 = -R \sin (\theta + 90) = R \cos \theta$$
$$X_8 = -R \sin (45 - \theta) = R \cos (\theta + 45)$$

If the axial displacements at each bearing hanger are $\Delta_1$, then the corresponding forces $F_i$ are

$$F_1 = k_1 \Delta_1$$
$$F_2 = k_2 \Delta_2$$
$$F_3 = k_3 \Delta_3$$
$$F_4 = k_4 \Delta_4$$
$$F_5 = k_5 \Delta_5$$
$$F_6 = k_6 \Delta_6$$
$$F_7 = k_7 \Delta_7$$
$$F_8 = k_8 \Delta_8 \quad (A-3)$$
where $k_1 \rightarrow k_8$ are bearing hanger linear or axial stiffnesses and where $\Delta_1 = X_1Y$, $\Delta_2 = X_2Y$, $\Delta_3 = X_3Y$, .... etc. Since the bearing hangers are all the same, then their axial stiffnesses are equal, so $k_1 = k_2 = k_3 = .... \ k_8 = k_A$ and from equation (A-3)

\[
F_1 = k_A \gamma X_1 \\
F_2 = k_A \gamma X_2 \\
F_3 = k_A \gamma X_3 \\
F_4 = k_A \gamma X_4 \\
F_5 = k_A \gamma X_5 \\
F_6 = k_A \gamma X_6 \\
F_7 = k_A \gamma X_7 \\
F_8 = k_A \gamma X_8
\]

(A-4)

substituting equation (A-3) back into equation (A-1) yields:

\[
k_A \gamma \sum_{i=1}^{8} X_i^2 = M
\]

or

\[
k_A = \frac{M}{\gamma \left( \sum_{i=1}^{8} X_i^2 \right)}
\]

(A-4)

From equation (A-2)

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{8} X_i^2 = 2 R^2 \left[ \sin^2 \theta + \sin^2 (\theta + 45) + \cos^2 \theta + \cos^2 (\theta + 45) \right]
\]

\[
= 4 R^2
\]

Thus:

\[
k_A = \left( \frac{M}{\gamma} \right) \frac{1}{4R^2}
\]

(A-5)

or, the bearing system bending stiffness $k_B$ is:

\[
k_B = \frac{M}{\gamma} = 4R^2 k_A
\]

(A-6)
From equation (A-6), the joint's bending moment stiffness $M/\gamma$ due to the compliance of the bearing support system alone (that is, the rotating ring is considered rigid) is independent of rotation angle, $\theta$, and directly proportional to the individual axial stiffness of the bearing moment $k_A$ and the square of the ring radius $R$.

It can be shown in general that for any number of bearing hangers, $Z$, greater than 2, that

$$\sum_{1=1}^{Z} x_1^2 = \frac{Z}{2} R^2$$

so

$$K_B = \frac{Z}{2} R^2 k_A \quad (A-7)$$

Therefore the joint's bending stiffness can be increased, if necessary, by adding more bearing hangers, $Z$.

It should be noted that equations (A-6) and (A-7) do not consider the axial compliance of the annular ring itself, normal to its face. However, given the compliance characteristics of the ring such as that described in reference 3, it is a straightforward matter to combine it with the compliance of the bearing support system. With a discrete bearing support system, the compliance of the ring will vary with rotation in relation to the load supports. However, as shown in reference 3, this variation is relatively small and therefore of second order importance.

Radial stiffness. - Consider the rigid ring in figure 16 to be supported by a group of radial springs attached at each of the eight bearing support hangers. If an external vertical force, $Q$, is applied to the ring, then the rigid ring will "move" through a vertical displacement $\delta y$. This vertical displacement, $\delta y$, will, in turn, cause a local radial displacement $\delta r_1$ to occur at each bearing support as follows:

$$\delta r_1 = \delta y \sin \theta$$

$$\delta r_2 = \delta y \sin (\theta + 45)$$

$$\delta r_3 = \delta y \sin (\theta + 90) = \delta y \cos \theta$$

$$\delta r_4 = \delta y \sin (45 - \theta) = \delta y \cos (\theta + 45) \quad (A-8)$$

$$\delta r_5 = \delta y \sin \theta$$

$$\delta r_6 = \delta y \sin (\theta + 45)$$

$$\delta r_7 = \delta y \sin (90 - \theta) = \delta y \cos \theta$$

$$\delta r_8 = \delta y \sin (45 - \theta) = \delta y \cos (\theta + 45)$$
Since the ring is trapped between two identical bearing supports, (see figure 9), with equal radial stiffnesses \( k_R \) then a radial force \( P_1 \) as shown in figure 16 will be generated at each bearing location as given by:

\[
P_1 = k_R \delta_r1 \\
P_2 = k_R \delta_r2 \\
P_3 = k_R \delta_r3 \\
P_4 = k_R \delta_r4 \tag{R-4} \\
P_5 = k_R \delta_r5 \\
P_6 = k_R \delta_r6 \\
P_7 = k_R \delta_r7 \\
P_8 = k_R \delta_r8
\]

For equilibrium, the sum of the vertical components \( P_{v1} \) of each of the radial forces \( P_1 \) must be equal to the applied force \( Q \) or

\[
Q = \sum_{i=1}^{8} P_{v1}
\]  
\[
Q = \frac{8}{2} k_R \delta_v \sin^2(\theta) + \sin^2(\theta + 45) + \cos^2\theta + \cos^2(\theta + 45)
\]

Substituting equations (A-8) through (A-10) into equation (A-11) yields:

\[
Q = \sum_{i=1}^{8} P_{v1} = 2k_R \delta_v \left[ \sin^2(\theta) + \sin^2(\theta + 45) + \cos^2\theta + \cos^2(\theta + 45) \right]
\]

or

\[
Q = 4k_R \delta_v
\]
Thus the radial system stiffness $K_R$ becomes:

$$K_R = \frac{Q}{\delta_V} = 4k_R$$

(A-12)

In general, it can be shown that for any number of bearing hangers $Z$ that

$$K_R = \frac{Z}{2} k_R$$
APPENDIX B - CAM BEARING STIFFNESS

In the main text it was shown that minimum axial support bearing stiffness values of approximately $8.9 \times 10^7$ N/m and $2.9 \times 10^7$ N/m were needed for the 2.4 and 4.3 m (8 and 14 ft) joints respectively. It was also shown that a minimum radial stiffness of about $1.8 \times 10^7$ N/m ($10^5$ lb/in.) was needed for both size joints. Based on these $k$ values a representative cam bearing size can be found.

To illustrate the stiffness integrity of the joint, select a representative cam roller bearing having the following dimensions:

- o.d. = 5.08 cm
- width = 3.18 cm
- stud diameter = 2.86 cm
- maximum static capacity = 47 000 N
- basic dynamic capacity = 36 000 N
- material = 440-C stainless steel

Cantilevered Beam Bending Stiffness

$$k_b = \frac{P}{\Delta} = \frac{3EI}{\xi^3} \quad (B-1)$$

For

- $E = 207$ GPa, $I = 3.27 \times 10^{-8}$ m$^4$ and $\xi = 0.0152$ m

then

$$k_b = 5.79 \times 10^9 \text{ N/m (33.05 \times 10^6 \text{ lb/in.})}$$

Needle Roller Hertzian Stiffness, $k_r$

For 25 needle rollers of 0.414 cm diameter and 1.73 cm wide (see table B-1).

Cam Bearing Against Ring Track Hertzian Stiffness, $k_c$

According to methods of reference 20, the Hertzian stiffness of two solid elastic cylindrical bodies in direct bearing contact is given by

$$k_c = 4.018 \times 10^8 P^{0.1} \xi^{0.8} \quad (\text{N and m units})$$

For the steel cam roller outer race in external contact with either a steel ring track or one made from aluminum, the following stiffness values $k_c$ can be found as a function of normal preload, $P_0$.

For the steel roller outer race of width $\xi = 31.8$ mm in external contact with either a steel ring track or one made from aluminum, the following $k_c$ values can be found from the above equation as a function of preload, $P_0$ (see table B-2).
Cam Bearing Normal Stiffness, $k_n$

Because of the bearing post bending, needle roller and cam/ring contact acts like springs in series, then

$$\frac{1}{k_n} = \frac{1}{k_b} + \frac{1}{k_r} + \frac{1}{k_c} \quad (B-3)$$

Thus the individual, cam bearing normal stiffness $k_n$ variation with preload is given by table B-3.

Cam Bearing Axial and Radial Stiffness

As shown in figure 9, the proposed bearing support traps the rotating ring in a triangular support system. The taper angle, $\phi$, formed by this support as illustrated in figure 17 will dictate the split between axial stiffness $k_A$ and radial stiffness $k_R$. From figure 17(a) it follows that:

$$P_A = 2P \sin \phi$$

and

$$\delta_A = \frac{\delta}{\sin \phi}$$

thus

$$k_A = \frac{P_A}{\delta_A} = \frac{2P \sin^2 \phi}{\delta} = 2k_n \sin^2 \phi \quad (B-4)$$

and from figure 16(b), it follows that:

$$P_R = P \cos \phi$$

and

$$\delta_R = \frac{\delta}{\cos \phi}$$

thus

$$k_R = \frac{P_R}{\delta_R} = \frac{P \cos^2 \phi}{\delta} = k_n \cos^2 \phi \quad (B-5)$$

If $\phi = 45^\circ$, then:

$$k_A = k_n \quad (B-6)$$
and

\[ k_R = \frac{k_n}{2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (B-7)

Bearing System Axial and Radial Stiffness, \( K_A \) and \( K_B \)

Equations (B-6) and (B-7) give individual bearing axial and radial stiffness in terms of the normal stiffness \( k_n \) as tabulated in table B-3 as a function of roller/ring material and preload. System bending and radial stiffness can, therefore, be found from equations (A-6) and (A-12), respectively, in terms of \( k_A \) and \( k_R \). These values are listed in table B-4 for joints 2.4 and 4.3 m in diameter.

Preload Selection

According to table I, a maximum transient bending moment of 4290 N-m will be imposed on the joint during shuttle berthing maneuvers. In order to sustain this berthing moment a sufficiently large axial bearing preload or clamping force must be initially imposed to prevent the cam roller from losing contact with the ring. If a constant axial preload force of \( F_p \) is imposed in each bearing hanger, it is apparent from figure 15 that

\[ M = F_p \sum_{i=1}^{8} x_i \]  \hspace{1cm} (B-8)

where \( x_i \) is given by equation (A-2). Substituting equation (A-2) into equation (B-8) and simplifying yields:

\[ F_p = \frac{M}{2R} [\sin \theta + \sin(\theta + 45) + \cos \theta + \cos(\theta + 45)] \]

For

\[ M = 4290 \text{ N-m}, \quad \text{maximum} \quad F_p = 742 \text{ N for } 2R = 2.4 \text{ m and} \]

\[ F_p = 424 \text{ N for } 2R = 4.3 \text{ m} \]  \hspace{1cm} (B-9)
### TABLE B-1. - NEEDLE ROLLER STIFFNESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( k_r ), 10^9 N/m</th>
<th>Bearing preload, N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>4450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>22200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE B-2. - CAM/RING STIFFNESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( k_c ), 10^9 N/m</th>
<th>Preload, N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steel roller/steel ring</td>
<td>Steel roller/aluminum ring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.95</td>
<td>4.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.16</td>
<td>4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.58</td>
<td>5.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>6.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE B-3. - CAM BEARING NORMAL STIFFNESS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( k_n ), 10^9 N/m</th>
<th>Preload, N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steel roller/steel ring</td>
<td>Steel roller/aluminum ring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint diameter, m</td>
<td>Preload, N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22 200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX C - TRACTION ROLLER DRIVE DESIGN

The roller drive actuator must have sufficient torque with some safety margin to overcome the basic "rotating drag" of the joint and to accelerate the rotating structure up to speed in some reasonable time period.

Accelerating Torque, $T_{ac}$

From table I, the inertial load, $I = 6.0 \times 10^5$ kg-m$^2$ for 4 photovoltaic panels of 9.2x24.4 m in size. If the required maximum acceleration rate $\alpha$ is 0.003°/sec$^2$ (≈21 sec to accelerate from rest to nominal speed 0.064°/sec) then:

$$T_{ac} = I\alpha$$

$$= 31.4 \text{ N-m}$$  \hspace{1cm} (C-1)

Electrical Transfer Device

For purposes of sizing, a multicircuit roll ring as described in reference 12 will be selected for both power and data transfer. According to reference 12, a 200 amp, 10 flexure roll ring will have a drag torque per circuit of $3.5 \times 10^{-3}$ N-m. If 16 circuits are selected for power (4 per panel) and 16 circuits for data then the total drag torque for the roll-ring $T_{RR} = 32 \times 3.5 \times 10^{-3}$ N-m = 0.11 N-m. Let $T_{RR} = 1$ N-m for conservatism.

Cam Bearing Drag Torque, $T_{CB}$

Typical cam roller bearings have a friction coefficient $f = 0.002$. For 24 cam bearings (eight hangers by three bearings/hanger) preloaded to 1000 N (742 N minimum) for the 2.4 m joint and to 500 N (424 N minimum) for the 4.3 m joint then:

$$T_{CB} = 24fF_p R$$

$$= 24(0.002)(1000)(1.2)$$

$$= 57.6 \text{ N-m}$$ \hspace{1cm} For the 2.4 m joint

$$= 24(0.002)(500)(2.15)$$

$$= 51.6 \text{ N-m}$$ \hspace{1cm} For the 4.3 m joint

Roller Contact Torque Loss

Assuming a minimum torque transfer efficiency of 90 percent, the roller torque loss:

$$T_{RL} = 0.1(T_{ac} + T_{RR} + T_{CB})$$

$$= 9 \text{ N-m} \hspace{1cm} \text{For 2.4 m joint}$$

$$= 8.4 \text{ N-m} \hspace{1cm} \text{For 4.3 m joint}$$
If a safety factor of 2 is applied to the rolling ring cam bearing and roller contact loss torques, then the total system output torque is obtained as follows:

\[ T_0 = T_{AC} + 2 \times (T_{RR} + T_{CB} + T_{RL}) \]

= 166.6 N-m for 2.4 m joint
= 153.4 N-m for 4.3 m joint

For the "pinch" roller pair (see fig. 7), the traction force \( F_T \) per roller is given by

\[ F_T = \frac{1}{2} \frac{T_0}{R} \tag{C-5} \]

The normal load \( N \) is dependent on the design traction coefficient, \( \mu \), according to

\[ N = \frac{F_T}{\mu} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{T_0}{R \mu} \tag{C-6} \]

and the maximum Hertzian stress, \( S_{\text{max}} \), in line contact for a drive roller of width \( W \) is given by:

\[ S_{\text{max}} = \left[ \pi \left( \frac{1 - \nu_a^2}{E_a} + \frac{1 - \nu_b^2}{E_b} \right) \right]^{-1/2} \left[ \frac{P}{W \left( \frac{1}{R_b} - \frac{1}{R_a} \right)} \right]^{1/2} \tag{C-7} \]

where \( \nu \) is Poisson's ratio, \( E \) is the elastic modulus and subscripts \( a \) and \( b \) denote the ring and roller material, respectively.

The effect of joint diameter, drive roller diameter and design traction coefficient on drive roller normal load, unit normal load and maximum Hertz stress based on equations (C-2) through (C-7) is summarized in table C-1. The roller width to diameter ratio, \( W/2R_b \), is set at 1.5. The results are based on a "pinch" roller drive pair as shown in figure 7.
### TABLE C-1. DRIVE ROLLER LOADING SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traction coefficient, ( \mu )</th>
<th>Ring radius, ( R_a ) m</th>
<th>Roller radius, ( R_b ) m</th>
<th>Normal load, ( Q ) N</th>
<th>Normal load, ( Q/W ) N/m</th>
<th>Unit ( b )</th>
<th>Maximum Hertz stress, ( S_{\text{max}} ) ( 10^6 \text{ N/m}^2 ), Ring/roller material</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>9260</td>
<td></td>
<td>Steel/steel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>9260</td>
<td></td>
<td>88.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>694</td>
<td>9260</td>
<td></td>
<td>59.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>4760</td>
<td></td>
<td>83.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>4760</td>
<td></td>
<td>55.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>4760</td>
<td></td>
<td>41.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>2380</td>
<td></td>
<td>82.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>2380</td>
<td></td>
<td>55.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>2380</td>
<td></td>
<td>41.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td></td>
<td>39.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td></td>
<td>29.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td></td>
<td>22.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td></td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td></td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>4630</td>
<td></td>
<td>82.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>4630</td>
<td></td>
<td>55.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>4630</td>
<td></td>
<td>41.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>3090</td>
<td></td>
<td>41.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>3090</td>
<td></td>
<td>31.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>3090</td>
<td></td>
<td>23.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td></td>
<td>34.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td></td>
<td>25.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td></td>
<td>18.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td></td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( ^a \) Output torque, \( T_o = 166.6 \text{ N-m} \) for \( R_a = 1.2 \text{ m} \).

\( ^b \) Width/diameter = \( W/2R_b = 1.5 \).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Travel, deg/sec</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum slew rate, deg/sec</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominal slew rate, deg/sec, min/rev</td>
<td>0.064 (94)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum acceleration rate, deg/sec</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position accuracy, deg</td>
<td>±1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum shuttle berthing load, in.-lb/rad</td>
<td>4290 (38 000) bending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transient response to 2224 N step load for 1 sec</td>
<td>3390 (30 000) torsion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Launch load</td>
<td>TBD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bending stiffness N-m/rad, in.-lb/rad</td>
<td>5.31x10^8 (4.7x10^9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torsional stiffness N-m/rad, in.-lb/rad</td>
<td>1.43x10^8 (1.27x10^9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertia load, Kg-m^2, slug-ft^2</td>
<td>6.0x10^5 (4.4x10^5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design life, years, joint revs</td>
<td>10 (55 900)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperatures, °C, °F</td>
<td>-54 to 121 (-65 to 250) without insulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute pressure at 250 N-MI, torr</td>
<td>1.3x10^-6 to 2.46x10^-4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*From reference 8.*
Figure 1. - Dual keel photovoltaic powered space station

Figure 2. - Roller/wheel rotary joint concept.
Figure 3. - Cross-section of roller/wheel concept showing details of linear actuator system.
Figure 4. Details of harmonic drive and roll ring.
**Figure 5.** Caster bearing support system.

**Figure 6.** Discrete bearing/direct roller drive rotary joint concept.
Figure 7. - Details of self-loading pinch roller drive mechanism.

Figure 8. - Self-loading roller drive geometry.
Figure 9. - Details of cam bearing support hanger assembly.

Figure 10. - Alternate cam bearing support showing decoupling of moment and shear load support functions.
Figure 11. - Effect of bearing mount stiffness on solar wing fundamental frequencies from Reference 3.

Figure 12. - NASTRAN model of transition truss structure.
Figure 13. Effect of traction coefficient, roller/joint diameter and materials on roller contact loading and stress. Roller width/diameter = 1.5.
Figure 13. - Concluded.

Figure 14. - Comparison of friction and wear characteristics of an experimental partially fluorinated polyimide film in air and vacuum (Ref. 19) pin on disk test data. (Film thickness = 25 to 50 µm; sliding speed = 0.31 m/s; normal load = 1 kg; rotational speed = 100 rpm; AISI 400-C steel pin of 0.95 cm diameter against polyimide coated steel disk.)
Figure 15. - Bearing support system stiffness parameters.
Figure 16. - Bearing system radial stiffness (ring vertically displaced \( \delta_R \) by force \( Q \)).

Figure 17. - Forces and deflections for stiffness calculations.
### Feasibility Study of a Discrete Bearing/Roller Drive Rotary Joint for the Space Station

#### Abstract

Perhaps the most critical mechanism on board the proposed space station is the continuously rotating joint which must accurately align the solar power units with the sun during earth orbit. The feasibility of a multiple, discrete bearing supported joint driven by a self-loading, "pinch" roller drive actuator was investigated for this application. This concept appears to offer greater protection against catastrophic jamming, less sensitivity to adverse thermal gradients, greater accessibility to in-orbit servicing or replacement and greater adaptability to very large (5 m) truss members than to more conventional continuous support bearing/gear reducer joints. Analytical trade studies performed herein establish that a discrete cam roller bearing support system having eight hangers around a continuous ring would provide sufficient radial and bending stiffness to prevent any degradation in the fundamental frequencies of the solar wing structure. Furthermore, it appears that the pinch roller drive mechanism can be readily sized to meet or exceed system performance and service life requirements. Wear life estimates based on experimental data for a steel roller coated with an advanced polyimide film show a continuous service life more than two orders of magnitude greater than required for this application.
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